Weckesser Converted to Dorm

by Charlotte Wetzel

The former residence of Weckesser Hall, Sorority House, is destined to become a dormitory. As a result, the WMS Foundation and the WMS Board of Directors have been engaged to assist with the planning and renovation of the building. The WMS Foundation has agreed to provide funding for the project. The WMS Board of Directors has approved the plans for the renovation, and the work is expected to be completed within the next year.

'Science' Televises Campus; To Be Presented in October

by MMi Wilson

"Science," the award-winning television documentary originating from WRCV-TV, Philadelphia, has been on the air since its debut in 1962. The show has covered a wide range of scientific topics, from the chemistry of cooking to the physics of the universe. The show has been well-received by both students and faculty, who have praised its historical accuracy and educational value. The show is scheduled to air on October 5th at 7:30 p.m. at the College of Science Hall.

NOTICE SUPPORT THE UNITED FUND

The United Fund is an annual campaign that supports the College's financial aid programs. Contributions to the United Fund help to ensure that all students have access to the education they need to succeed. Please consider making a donation to the United Fund today.

Sorority to Hold Tea

On Wednesday, October 2, at 7:30 p.m., T.D.R. will hold its annual Tea. The event is open to all members of the College community. The tea will feature a variety of refreshments, including tea sandwiches and desserts. Please join us for a relaxing evening of conversation and camaraderie.

Parents' Day Events Scheduled; To Include Sports and Theatrics

by Charlotte Wetzel

Saturday, October 5, will mark the inception of another annual event on campus: the Parents' Day. This year's event will feature a wide range of activities, including sports games, theatrical performances, and a variety of other events. The day will begin with a Parents' Day luncheon at 11 a.m., followed by a variety of activities throughout the day. Please join us for this special event.

College Given Several Useful Science Grants

by Linda Edwards

Several research grants were presented to the College's Division of Natural Sciences and Mathematics during the last year. Dr. Daniel Deitzer, department chairman, explained that these grants were used for the purchase of research and the purchase of equipment. The grants were awarded to faculty members for their research projects, and the College is grateful for the support of these grants.

Dormitory

In addition to the former residence of Weckesser Hall, Iris Orenstein, President of the College, announced the plans to convert the building to a dormitory. The building will be renovated to accommodate the increased number of students. The renovation will include the addition of new rooms and the expansion of existing facilities. The renovation is expected to be completed within the next year.
Campus Experiment

Experimentation seems to be the trend in our day and by no means are we, as students, oblivious to this fact. Many students are perhaps unaware that on October 5, they will be conducting an experiment of their own, which will involve the presentation of the first Fall Parents’ Day Program.

It is true, that in the past, Spring Parents’ Day has provided an opportunity for parents to visit the campus and acquaint themselves with its customs in general; however, the picture which they received actually lacked a great deal of color and variety. This was primarily due to the fact that at this time of the year, most of the academic and athletic programs had been completed, and the glimpse of college life which they received was without the depth and variety usually present during the academic year.

This year, however, through the combined efforts of Mr. Hoover’s Parents’ Day Planning Committee, and the entire student body, a program will be presented in an entirely different atmosphere. Parents will be given an opportunity to observe campus activity as it is actually experienced by the students. The football and soccer games, individual exhibits of academic techniques, consultation and discussion with professors, and informal talks with parents of fellow classmates will all be part of the day’s activities.

A great deal of work has been put into the setting up of this plan, but its method of execution remains up to you. Although each parent has received an invitation, it may take some initiative and display of interest on your behalf to convince them to become a part of this program. Remember, this is your experiment, and only as an individual can decide whether or not it will be a success.

J.K.

WELCOME BACK

Upon our return to campus last week, we were happy to find that Dr. Francis J. Michelini, Dean of Academic Affairs, and Dr. Stanko H. Vujica, Chairman of the Philosophy-Religion Department have returned to our ranks — Dr. Michelini after a year with the National Science Foundation and Dr. Vujica after a recent illness.

In this “welcoming back” column, we would like to interject a plain but enthusiastic welcome to our new printer, Llewellyn & McKinley, and add the sincere wish that we won’t give them too many headaches in the weeks to follow.

What • Where • When

“Kick-Off” — Women’s Activities Association Dance — Gym— Friday, 9:00 to 12:00 p.m.
Soccer — Wilkes vs. Lycoming — Away — Saturday, 11:00 a.m.
Football — Wilkes vs. Lebanon Valley — Home — Saturday, 2:00 p.m.
Girls’ Hockey Practice — Weiss Hall — Monday thru Friday, 4:00 p.m.
Freshman Tribunal — Gym — Tuesday, 11:00 a.m.
Forum Meeting — McClintock Hall — Tuesday, 8:00 p.m.
Soccer — Wilkes vs. Moravian — Away — Wednesday, 3:30 p.m.
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Bookstore Gets New Cover

by Ruth Partilla

Returning to the campus to purchase their books a few weeks ago, students were greeted by a number of workers industriously engaged in painting the Bookstore. Those of us who have been acquainted with the “gray building” experienced a feeling of shock, and this was immediately replaced by the realization that the Bookstore’s bright new cover would be visible from the outside of the building as well as from the inside.

One of the first buildings on Franklin Street, the Bookstore is the one which has been acquired by the College approximately eight years ago as a snack bar. Through the years it has become a place where the college students shop for their wants and needs, as well as for money for expensive prerequisites for all courses — books! In addition, both IDC and Student Government assemble on the second floor. On the front floor can be found the post office where dormitory students check for their mail, usually a rather large amount.

Although the Bookstore is noted for its famous entrance, the iron bars on the back windows hint at the ghost story of a dark past. The reason for these bars is a mystery even to Miss Millie Gitt, who knows almost everything about the building. Perhaps it was once to prevent some of our ranks from becoming the Wally Wood Oct. 1, there will be a viewing held in the BEACON office of these photos, which will be sold for the minime fee of five cents each. This year parents will have remained to keep out all overly-zealous students who are eager for knowledge.

NOTICE

The BEACON has decided to make a gigantic offer. We have, in our files, numerous antique photos of one-time campus celebrities who have made a name for themselves, some of whom are: D. W. O. Oct. 1, there will be a viewing held in the BEACON office of these photos, which will be sold for the minime fee of five cents each. These photos will be available in the BEACON office for a limited time, on a first-come, first-serve basis. We hope that everyone will take advantage of this opportunity to bring back memories of our college days.

ACCENT ON YOUTH — SOVIET STYLE

Every country in the world seems to have its rebellious, nonconformist youth, who scorn and ridicule all authority whether they are the “Teddy Boys” of Great Britain, the “Bois Blanc” of France, or even our own American brand of youth problem. Certainly enough and despite all precautions taken by the government to instill a hermetically sealed conformist society, the present youth of the Soviet Union are no different from their counterparts around the world.

The Soviet problem youth appear to be stratified into several levels, each representing a different outlook and each representing a different economic plane of Soviet society. Perhaps the most whispered about, yet never officially acknowledged group, for reason apparent in the “In-Set.” This group is composed of bright youngsters of the middle-class who are tired of the drudgery of their surroundings. By virtue of their parents position, those of the “In-Set” tend to spend and relish high living, using chic, marketable terms, like jazz records, smuggled copies of Vogue and The New York Review of Books. They despise and scorn their less fortunate contemporaries.

On a different level are the Stiliagi (style-chasers) who are nothing more than young hooligans, not-suiters, or plain juveniles. These youngsters are commonly referred to as “Teddy Boys” or “minulisti.” Hanging out at restaurants and bistros, they sport long sideburns and other eccentric accessories, singing to the rhythms of boogie-woogie and rock’n’roll. The Stiliagi consider themselves emancipated and emancipated from the norms of Soviet society. One reason for the Stiliagi is their unanswerable frustration that seems to affect young people in the Soviet Union, even as it suffers young people in the U.S. The U.S. has no teenage gangsters, but with our ultramodern jackets, our ultralight and economical trousers, and our eccentric neckties all of the colors of the rainbow, as an air of self-determined youthness on their faces. And with the ever present groups of “Public School Boys” with their pitifully stained cropped hair, and their shoes that remind one of caterpillar tracks.

The lesion that can be learned from this apparent universality of problem youth throughout the world. Despite almost 46 years of Communist thought, to remake the Soviet Union, we still have much of the same youth that has been in Russia much less opportunity for outlets than exists across in America. Most young people in the Soviet Union have nothing to buy, nothing to do after school, and nowhere to go. Frustration leads to exaggerated behavior leading ultimately to the definition of alocholism. The problem has become quite serious, as with juvenile delinquency in the U.S.

Recently, the President of the USSR signed a decree to “intensify the struggle against petty hooliganism” and put the book on Moscow’s house. The news specified that any “Teddy Boy” or not-suiter picked up for “minor outrages” is subject immediately to arrest and imprisonment for a period of 3 to 5 days without appeal! Komsomolists, who write this youth journal, describe the Stiliagi as such: “Who is not familiar with the awe-inspiring public pouty-pouty young men, with their ultramodern jackets, their ultralight and economical trousers, and their eccentric neckties all of the colors of the rainbow, as an air of self-determined youthness on their faces. And with the ever present groups of ‘Public School Boys’ with their pitifully stained cropped hair, and their shoes that remind one of caterpillar tracks.”

The lesion that can be learned from this apparent universality of problem youth throughout the world. Despite almost 46 years of Communist thought, to remake the Soviet Union, we still have much of the same youth that has been in Russia much less opportunity for outlets than exists across in America. Most young people in the Soviet Union have nothing to buy, nothing to do after school, and nowhere to go. Frustration leads to exaggerated behavior leading ultimately to the definition of alcoholism. The problem has become quite serious, as with juvenile delinquency in the U.S.

Recently, the President of the USSR signed a decree to “intensify the struggle against petty hooliganism” and put the book on Moscow’s house. The news specified that any “Teddy Boy” or not-suiter picked up for “minor outrages” is subject immediately to arrest and imprisonment for a period of 3 to 5 days without appeal! Komsomolists, who write this youth journal, describe the Stiliagi as such: “Who is not familiar with the awe-inspiring public pouty-pouty young men, with their ultramodern jackets, their ultralight and economical trousers, and their eccentric neckties all of the colors of the rainbow, as an air of self-determined youthness on their faces. And with the ever present groups of ‘Public School Boys’ with their pitifully stained cropped hair, and their shoes that remind one of caterpillar tracks.”
Krieger Does Summer Work
In Congressman's Office

by Joan Lennon

were approximately 400 students from the entire country serving in the capital.

Technically, Krieger worked under the administrative assistant, Eugene Howard. Many of his chores consisted of routine office work: answering phone calls and letters, organizing the congressman's schedule of meetings, and sending letters of congratulations to the congressman. While the Congressman always reads personal letters and is aware of correspondence coming through his offices, Krieger handled many requests for copies of documents.

Krieger's interest in current events was manifested by his participation in concerts, the development of his area, and the reading of newspapers. While the Congressman always reads personal letters and is aware of correspondence coming through his offices, Krieger handled many requests for copies of documents.

Krieger's interest in current events was manifested by his participation in concerts, the development of his area, and the reading of newspapers. While the Congressman always reads personal letters and is aware of correspondence coming through his offices, Krieger handled many requests for copies of documents.

The diversity of his interests has been considerable. He has participated in a wide range of activities, from baseball games to political debates. His interest in history has led him to study the lives of figures such as Frederick Douglass and Harriet Tubman. His interest in education has resulted in his involvement with various educational institutions, and he has been a frequent speaker at academic events.

Swingline Fables for Fun

by Karen Volgman

The Wilkes chapter of Intercollegiate Conference on Government announces the beginning of its new editorial paper, PERSPECTIVE. The purpose of PERSPECTIVE is to provide an educational outlet for the students of Wilkes and the other schools located in the various Wilkes campuses in Northeastern Pennsylvania.

PERSPECTIVE is intended to be an expression of the students' thoughts and ideas. It is a publication that is circulated not only on Wilkes College campuses but also in other parts of the state. The paper is a forum for the students to express their views, discuss current events, and exchange ideas on various topics.

The editors of PERSPECTIVE have set a deadline for the first issue of Sept. 30. Anyone wanting to submit articles or letters to the editors should contact Karen Volgman, Doug Bennington, or Jim Hansen, or leave a message in the I.D.C. mailbox at the bookstore.

I.D.C. MEETS

The I.D.C., an organization which provides student government for dormitory residents, has announced that it will meet for the 1963-64 school year. The I.D.C. is open to all students living in the dormitories of the Wilkes campus.

I.D.C. will meet on Wednesdays at 8:00 p.m. in the I.D.C. office. All students living in the dormitories are encouraged to attend these meetings. The I.D.C. meets to discuss issues that affect their lives, such as conditions in the dormitories, and to make decisions that will improve their living environment.

No bigger than a pack of gum

Unconditionally guaranteed

Refills available anywhere!

No at any stationery, variety, or book store.

Send in your own Swingline Fables

For the next installment.
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FOOTBALL TEAM OPENS TOMORROW

Lebanon Valley Here for First Time in Two Years

Tomorrow afternoon the Colonels of Wilkes College launch their 1963 gridiron attack against the Lebanon Valley Flying Dutchmen, at 2:00 o'clock in the Kirby Park athletic field.

The last time Lebanon Valley met the Dutchmen was in 1961. Lebanon Valley, coached by W. S. Criswell, completely outplayed Wilkes, the team of Bob Dugan. The Colonels scored on a 14-12 decision at Lebanon Valley.

Lebanon Valley has always been considered one of the best teams in the Valley league.

The 1963 Lebanon Valley team is coached by Pete Winebaker. The Capital City native and former Lebanon Valley alumnus is an experienced coach and is expected to lead his team to a victory.

Lebanon Valley has a strong defense led by senior safety Tom Schmidt, who is expected to be a key player in the game.

The Lebanon Valley offense is led by quarterback John Dietzel, who is expected to lead the team to victory.

Crystal Ball Returns for Cruck At College Grid Predictions

by David Dugan

With the aged crystal ball polished up since last issue, and the rabbit's foot hung in a conspicuous spot on the wall, the BEACON reveals its mystic powers with chin out and fingers crossed. This season an attempt will be made to forecast the outcome of some of the major college games being played in the nation.

For a better vantage point from which to consult with the spectral powers of the Great Beyond, I will take my assorted paraphernalia and perch myself upon a well chosen limb to make my first selection.

Florida State vs. T.C.U. — Florida State will play T.C.U. for a spot in the Sugar Bowl. The Gators are favored by many experts, but T.C.U. has shown the ability to outscore their opponents in close games.

Southern California vs. Oklahoma State — Southern California is favored to win this game due to their strong offense and defense. Oklahoma State will need to play well to compete with the Trojans.

Washington vs. Pittsburgh — This game will be a battle of the best teams in the nation. Washington has a strong offense led by quarterback John Dietzel, while Pittsburgh has a solid defense.

The BEACON's crystal ball predicts:

- Florida State will defeat T.C.U.
- Southern California will defeat Oklahoma State.
- Washington will defeat Pittsburgh.

All predictions are subject to change as the season progresses.
SOCCER TEAM DEFEATED BY ALUMNI; VARSITY AIDS IN OWN DOWNFALL

by Don De Franco

Last Saturday afternoon the Wilkes varsity soccer team suffered a 3 to 2 loss at the hands of the Alumni in a hard-fought contest at Kirby Park. Fifteen graduates appeared for the Alumni, none of whom is a varsity player this season which is played annually.

The Alumni drew first blood when three minutes after the opening whistle had sounded, Paul Bear's boot took a freak bounce and skirted by varsity goalie Louis Seabold. The varsity, not to be outdone by the old-timers, came roaring back and tied the score with co-captain Walt Prusakowski's thirty-foot boot.

The remaining minutes of the first quarter and most of the second quarter were dominated by the varsity. Led by the passing of junior half-back Al Gilbert, the Ferrismen threatened to score innumerable times but were thwarted each time by the strong Alumni defense of Erwin Guettig.

In the waning moments of the second quarter, the Alumni organized their forces and began a determined drive toward their opponent's goal. George Gaucho whipped one into the net and the Alumni led at the half, 2 to 1.

The varsity struck back with vengeance in the 3rd quarter and tied the score with a goal by Ted Gosby. The content remained deadlocked throughout the third and most of the fourth quarter.

Then, with two minutes left to play in the game, the Alumni scored the goal-winning tally on their second break play of the afternoon. One of the guards boomed a towering kick toward the varsity goal, and it fell between Paul Bear and an unidentified varsity man. In the ensuing struggle for possession, the varsity member buttled the ball the wrong way and it sailed past his teammates into the net. The Ferrismen tried desperately to score, but time ran out before they could mount an effective attack.

An outstanding sideline of the game was the outstanding play turned in by Walter Grey a junior transfer student from Annandale, New York. Teamed with the Alumni since he is ineligible to compete with the varsity. His addition to the squad next year should do much to bolster their offensive attack.

Former Wilkes star who challenged the varsity were; George Gaucho, Erwin Guettig, Charles Weiss, Lou Davis, Ronald Sims, Joe Morgan, Bill Lloyd, Frank Lepore, Charles Billings, Clyde Robert, Ken Stocker, Charles Stocker, Paul Bear, and Mike Lewis. The Wilkes varsity boosters will open their regular season of 10 games at Lycoming College on Saturday. The squad led by co-captains Dick Morgan and Walt Prusakowski, are coached by Jim Ferris.

Soccer Team Defeated by Alumni; Varsity Aids in Own Downfall

Frosh!

Here's a welcome gift from

The Hub Varsity Shop

Come in and say hello! Browse through our first floor furnishings department, then wander upstairs to our Varsity Shop ... a college man's delight! Just tell us you're a Wilkes freshman and this complimentary grooming kit is yours ... with our good wishes. We'll be looking for you!
Cue 'n Curtain

College Thespians Plan to Open Season with Situation Comedies

“Adult theatre” will come to the campus Oct. 2 to Oct. 5 through Cue and Curtains’ presentation of two one-act plays, Jean Anouilh’s Cecile and John Mortimer’s I Spy. Directed by Mr. Al Groth, these plays are situation comedies that “make a satirical truth at our society and the conventions we accept.”

I Spy, which will run approximately forty-five minutes, involves the eternal triangle of wife (Beverly Hanko), husband (Al Arotile), and lover (John Jarecki). The action of the story involves the attempts of a private detective to find evidence concerning the wife’s escapades. Also included in the cast are Anita Minelli and Joe Macino.

In Cecile, the heroine, played by Ruth Friedlander, plans an elopement which her distracted father tries to prevent. Marc Hirschman, as the father, defines his role as “difficult” due to the quick changes of voice and temperament.

Joan Pinney considers her part as Araminta, Cecile’s governess, as “six-dimensional.” Harris Tobias plays Araminta’s father, and quotes his favorite line as being, “I was hot-blooded when I was twenty.” Ed Lipinski assumes the part of Cecile’s lover.

Bill Pucilowski has designed the sets for both plays. The set for I Spy proved to be quite complex, because it requires three different acting areas which will be lighted when used.

Stage managers are Ed Lipinski and John Jarecki. Lighting will be handled by John Krip, Bill Pucilowski, and Ed Lipinski.

Curtain time is 8:30.

Let Me Introduce Myself

I am the spokesman for The Boston Store’s new University Shop, and you’ll be hearing a lot from me throughout the current school year. Clothes are my hobby, style my obsession, and satisfaction my byword. The campus man is a colorful young man.

He knows that we at The Boston Store take him seriously. If it’s NEW we have it… including “Elbow Benders”, “Pancho Pullovers”, “Rugby Shirts”, “Carriage Coats”, and the sensational “Boater”. See these and more fashionable fashions at the University Shop, main floor of The Boston Store.

University Shop — Street Floor

FOWLER, DICK AND WALKER

Pound of Flesh Demanded by Tribunal

by Bill Kenjack

Justice was meted out today at the Wilkes College Court of Common Pleas to a large number of wayward freshmen for gross misdeemors committed during the past week. Judge George Evancho presided over this morning’s hearings with Roald Aebli and Steve Van Dyke serving as Prosecuting Attorney and Defense Attorney, respectively.

Attorney Aebli shocked the court with his testimony against Miss Sara Perugino. Making her second appearance in court, Miss Perugino was charged with invading a man’s dormitory, hiring an upperclassman, and threatening to go to King’s. Falsely accused, Miss Perugino was ordered to produce a number of people to clear her name.

Unruly action of an upperclassman, not knowing the Alma Mater, and not wearing stirrups and sandwich cards toward the list of charges leading to the arrest of Richard Kramer, Tom Curry, Frank Dietrich, Sheldon Guss, and several other notorious members of the freshman underworld. Proven guilty on all accounts, the defendants were ordered to raise their trousers to the knees and sing the Wilkes drinking song while doing the swing hop around the gym.

Let the Times Speak

Cindy Baker, star witness in the case of Margie Pearlman vs. the Court, could not help free the defendant of certain grave charges. It seems that Miss Pearlman, when asked by an upperclassman to get him a cup of coffee, laughed at said upperclassman and walked away. In addition, she is charged with refusing an upperclassman’s acceptance to her proposal of marriage. Miss Pearlman, along with her witness, was sentenced to sing the Alma Mater in front of the entire court.

Education Club Plans to Attend Conference

by Harry S. Rusin

The officers and advisor of the Education Club will attend the Allenberry Leadership Conference to be held at Boiling Springs this Friday and Saturday, October 27 and 28. Ralph Nuzzolo, president; Judy Handzo, vice president; Molly Boyle, treasurer; and Dr. Hunter, club advisor, will be the respective officers attending.

The main purpose of this conference, which is being sponsored by the Pennsylvania Education Association (PSEA), is an exchange of ideas with other clubs throughout the state. The conference is designed for club officials and as president Nuzzolo said, “it will vitally organize” the club.

While at Allenberry, special tours of the PSEA building in Harrisburg will be given. Workshops will be offered as a preparation for the forthcoming Future Teachers of America forums designed to aid prospective teachers in local high schools.

Some of the tenets of the club are as follows: an assembly program, featuring a prominent speaker, a dance, and a Christmas affair. During the year, speakers and films will be offered to those interested.

Other officers of the club include Elaine Rock, secretary; Marilyn Davis, corresponding secretary, and Carol Hockenberry, membership chairman.

W A A to Hold Dance

The sports season at Wilkes will be opened with a “Kick-Off Dance,” Friday evening, September 27, in the gym. Sponsored by the Women’s Activities Association, the dance will be from 8:30 to 12:00. A band will be featured. Admission is $.30.

BOOK & CARD MART

10 S. Main St., Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Greeting Cards
Contemporary Cards
PHONE: 825-4767

Books - Paperback & Gifts Records - Party Goods

POMEROY’S Record Dept. - Third Floor

features all the best selling albums at EVERYDAY LOW DISCOUNT Prices

List
Price

Pomeroys Low
Discount Price

3.98 Wonderful World of Love - Goulart

3.98 Days of Wine and Roses - Andy Williams

3.98 Streets I Have Walked - Belafonte

4.98 Ray Charles Greatest Hits - Ray Charles

3.98 1st Family - Volume II

4.98 Boys from Syracuse - Original Cast

4.98 Cleopatra - Sound Track

4.98 Bye Bye Birdie - Sound Track

3.98 14K Folk Songs - Limeliters

4.98 Moving - Peter, Paul & Mary

3.98

Pomeroys Low
Discount Price

4.98

3.98

2.87

2.87

2.87

2.87

3.87

3.87

2.87

2.87

Below Are The Top 10 Best Selling Record Albums

POMEROY'S Record Dept. - THIRD FLOOR

My time is your time—I’m on straight salary.

Wilkes College
BOOKSTORE
Millie Gitens, Manager